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Once again we have much to report about the
happenings at Abbas Rest. First of all we wish
to thank you all for your support and for the
wonderful generosity you have shown. Since

our last Newsletter, Cod's provision, via your
giving, has been outstanding. There have been

two individual gifts of r3ooo and f.zooo,
specifically forthe bore hole at Muona. Work is

currently underway on that and its completion
will help to put the Kirsi Poole House there, at
the centre of the community. To open a small

envelope, given anonymously, and find r5oo in
fifty pound notes, not only benefits the
families in Malawi, it makes our hearts sing

with joy and gratitude to the Lord, and to you

all. The Holy Week Offerings from St
Columba's Church and Alloway Parish Church,

both in Ayr, boosted our funds by f.193o and

has given us further reason to rejoice.

Since Allie and Madge visited last year,
Tambutzi and Ben have moved. They have
given up the rented house and moved into
the Kirsi Poole Centre in Chiringa. This has

meanta sacrifice of amenitiesforthem, but is

saving money and means thatthey are right
at the heart of the community.
The south of the country has been devastated
by floods and many houses have literally been

washed away. The decision to pull out of Beka

and Mugabu, while difFcult at the time, has

been fortuitous, in that the flooding has made

access to these areas extremely difficult and

even hazardous. We are just not equipped to
cope. However, the folks there know where
we are and may be able to come with specific
requests for aid, from time to time.

The large building at the Chiringa Centre,

which had been declared dangerous, has

been demolished due to the heroic efforts of
the team who were being supported by Lizzie,

who was with them at that time. lt proved to
be a very arduous task and cost quite a lot.
New toilets are necessary. That this seems to
happen so often is due, in part to the centre
having been built on a in a place with a high

water table so that the cesspits quickly fill up

and new pits are regularly required. A

necessary evil in that particular area, and a
problem we have inherited.



Eric is doing well and has been a great help in
making an on the spot report about the
present situation with regard to Abbas rest.
He writes, using a computer kindly donated
by a supporter from Ayr. Here are some
quotes with the English amended in some
places:-
rrBecause Chiringa is the oldest centre run by

Abbas Rest, conditions there needed to be

improved. When Lizzie came, she had lots of
good ideas about how to upgrade the centre
and a team of us worked very hard to improve
things. We painted the whole centre with lime

and Fanniefs house with ordinary paint. This is

where Tambu and Ben are now staying. We

also demolished the old house, removed the
rubble (which took a long time!) and built two
new bathrooms to replace the old one. We did

lots of repairs to the kitchen and the children's
hostels. The hard work was worth it as the
centre is much better. Lizzie also helped us

with the purchase of clothes and school
uniforms for the children. Their performance
at school is gradually improving and when they
do not understand a lesson, I try to help them.
When lrm not around, Ben will be able to do
the same. lf we don't focus on their education
and just let them play about all day, their
chance to get on in life will be jeopardised. lf
they can read and write and learn some life
skills, itwill open up opportunitiesforthem in

the future.
Everything is going well at Muona. There are a

few minor maintenance problems which are

being fixed. Gladys, the house mother does a

very good job of encouraging the children's
education. She wakens them at dawn to do
their studies - before other duties, like
housework!!She also keeps a carefulwatch on

how their homework is progressing. One of
the girls has left the centre to stay with her
grandmother. She will be missed by everyone

here.tt

The departure of this girl illustrates for us the
importance for us to gradually move away

from individual sponsorship. Every child who is

supported by Abbas Rest is equally sponsored

by us all. This means that when a sponsor dies

or ceases to donate for any reason, the child

does not suffer any consequences.
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On a very cold wet night in December many of
us were treated to a wonderful concert
organised by Keith Waterford in Haugh of Urr
Church. We received a generous gift of r.35o
from the proceeds. During that concert Allie
gave an informative talk about the work of
Abbas Rest and this was the stimulation for
one of our large donations. This sequence of
events reminds me that when we, in faith,
play our srnall part in God's work, he takes our
humble contribution and multiplies it.
More recently, Madge ran a Family Ceilidh in
the Alloway Church Halls. The musicians had
come together just for that purpose and
entertainment was provided by a band of
Iocal folks who kindly gave of their time and
talents, for our cause. A total of t38o was
raised and we are very grateful to all who
tookpart.

Allie is very busy training for her sponsored
run in the West Highland Way Ultra Marathon
which sets off from Milngavie at ram on the
zoth June. It has a time limit of 35 hours to run

95 miles but I am sure that Allie has her own
personal goal with regard to her time. Her
main goal is to glorify god. Please pray for her
good health and safety both during the race
and in preparation. When one is running for
95 miles, one needs to heed the Apostle
Paulfs advice to concentrate upon finishing
well!
I am very happy to report that we have
recruited a young lady from Alloway church
who is doing computer studies at Caledonian
University. Cara has been to l\tlalawi and has a
great interest in its people. She has agreed to

help us with administration. This is an area in
which we have struggled and freely admit
that we may have been remiss in dealing with
your questions or requests. Hopefully, this
will change. Watch this space!!!
I conclude with a further quotation from Ericrs

report ( in his own words) "As one of the
beneficiaries of Abbas rest I am thanking the
new team for their passion and hard work
because without you my fellow extended
family would have gone astray. All the
children, in both centres, they don't have a

place to go. May the Lord be with you and
continue blessing."

Ablessingtoyou all
May god, whom highest heaven cannot
contain, much less the houses that we build

Be nevertheless the God in whom we live, and
move, and have ourbeing

As we build our lives in our built world, that
the work of our hands, may be;to his glory
AMEN !'
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NewsUpdate
As we go to print I can report that things are

ticking over quite nicely in both centres. lt is

now obvious that maize supplies, in the
country, are going to be reduced bY

approximately 3o%, due to the severe
flooding. The prices will therefore be
considerably higher than last year. Can you
pray for Tambutzi and Ben as they seek to
purchase maize for the coming months. That
they will be able to purchase and transport
sufficient supplies within the restrictions of
our budget. Pray also for them as they
shoulder the huge burden of responsibility
attached to this task.
As we move ahead with the creation of the
borehole we are conscious that we may be

able to create an extended facilityforwashing
clothes, in the surrounding infrastructure.

This is dependent upon the exact nature of
the quotations for the job and we look
forward to reporting upon that in our next
newsletter

Special acknowledgement and thanks
. To Nancy Lindsay and friends from

Dalbeattie Parish Church, together with
lrienie Walkyier of Hard gate who have
been very busy knitting children's
garments for Malawi. They will go out
with Lizzie on her next visit.

. To Lizzie who has worked so hard, and
continues to advise and support her
adopted daughter (Tambu) even while
visiting her family in Guatemala. Lizzie,
we could not manage without You.

. To Allie for keeping our Facebook
updated with many wonderful pictures.
Do have a look! She now has sPonsor
forms available for her epic run, so if you
have friends who might be interested, do
let us know.

. To you all for your generous giving.

Do not hesitate to communicate with us about
any changes of address or circumstances. We
intend to distribute some newsletters via
members of churches which have supported
us. tn this way, if you could use more copies, do
let us know.

UK Office: r8 Bellesleyhill Road, Ayr, KA8 9BL
Tel: otzgz 442963

Email: aromalawi@gmail.conr
Facebook Abbas Rest Orphans
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